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where they respond to their situation with either magnificent
inventiveness or malicious obtuseness.
Dysfunctional yet self-repairing over generations, ‘our clan’ moves
onwards. Animals are sometimes closer than siblings. Cats have their
place under the four-footed stove, and when the old cat dies a new
one is formally inducted into ‘office’. When grandfather’s brilliant mind
begins to give way beneath his unresolved traumas and
disappointments, he joins the sheepdog under the table or the cat in
the cherry tree. Wolves are a current motif, mountain wolves
especially, spiritual descendants of the she-wolf who suckled the
founders of Rome. And Great Granny Maria, the most forceful
character in the book, is herself endowed with wolf-like attributes. She
is alert, protective and subversive, a Russian Menschevik who
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trekked through plains and forests to ‘safety’ in the west, and in this
centre of Roman Catholic culture has succinct and trenchant opinions
about the Pope. She is not to be messed with and she it is who urges
her grandson, ‘the lad’, aged nine when the book begins, to aspire to
higher and more intellectual things. When she tucks him into bed at
night she tells him in a memorable phrase: ‘Either you make this jump
or you don’t’, and when she herself is dying he turns the same phrase
back on her. This book is no Heartbeat or Mrs Dale’s Diary, that’s for
sure. But it is greatly to be hoped that some publisher, or even film or
TV maker, will soon make that all-important jump on its behalf.
We are grateful to translator Peter Egloff for opening the doorway to
this world for us through German.
Publishers curious to explore further, please contact nbg office for a
recommendation of a translator from Rhaeto-Romanic into English:
we know of one.
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the novels of Swiss crime writer Friedrich Glauser, it also publishes
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